
Amanda Lina’s  
Case Study 



 Website: https://www.amandalinas.com/ 
 

 Industry: ecommerce. 
 

 About business: Since 1995 Amanda-Lina’s has  
outfitted thousands of brides, mothers, prom,  
bridesmaids, and every other person’s occasion.  
Amanda-Lina’s combines luxury with cutting edge  
style seeking fashion trends from around the world,  
selecting the designs for each season in bridal,  
evening wear and prom 

 The main challenge was to reach out the targeted  
audience. However, the website was already pulling in  
organic traffic, but the number was not satisfactory. 

 

 Improve the website visibility over local searches 
 

 Improve the ranking keywords & backlinks number. 

http://www.amandalinas.com/
http://www.amandalinas.com/


As a responsible SEO Agency we first analyzed the entire  
website and found many areas where the website was  
lacking. 
 
We identified the following opportunities to scale traffic  
& ranking: 
 

ON & OFF P AGE SEO BEST PRACTICES: 
 
 Optimized the metadata, Speed of the website and 

existing webpage content quality. 
 

 Optimized the website existing backlinks and created  
hundreds of content pieces per month, totaling more  
than 2000+ in one year. 

 
 Optimized the website URL structure and made them  

SEO friendly, etc. 



CONTENT ANALYSIS: 
 

 We have analyzed the website content and seen many  
areas where we were lacking. Below we have shared  
the step that we took: 

 
 We have started posting blogs on the website 

frequently. 
 

 We have added keyword rich content on category  
pages. 

 

 We have ensured that any content we publish is  
indexed on search engine databases, etc. 

 

GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE OPTIMIZATION: 
 

As the client wanted to get visible on most of the local  
searches, so we have started their local journey with  
Google business profile page optimization: 



 First, we ensured the all the necessary details are  
available on the Google business profile pages  
(address, mobile number, operating hours, etc.) 

 
 We reached out customers to share their feedback on  

amanda lina’s services/products. 
 

 We have added products to the Google Business  
Profile page to showcase the product range to  
customers, etc. 



As we worked on the website key areas, so we received  
the fruitful results on the following areas: 
 

TRAFFIC 
 

 We saw 23.30% growth in our organic traffic,  
20.32% growth in direct traffic & 113.47%  
growth in referral traffic. (6 months analysis) 



KEYWORDS RANKING 
 
 We saw 17.72% growth in our no. of ranking  

keywords: 

No. of Ranking keywords on March 2022 – 9776 

No. of Ranking keywords on August 2022 - 11508 



GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE PERFORMANCE 
 

 We saw 53.9% growth in customers view 59.9%  
growth in search result and 8.1% growth in our  
business profile interactions (compare with  
August 2021) 



BACKLINKS PERFORMANCE 
 
 We saw 150.80% massive growth on our no. of  

backlinks in last 6 months. 

No. of backlinks on 
Aug’22 - 4127 

No. of backlinks  
on Mar’22 - 3213 



GOAL COMPLETION: 
 

 We have seen 141.47% growth in our Goal completions. 


